Decreased Levels of Autoantibody against Histone Deacetylase 3 in Patients with Systemic Sclerosis
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ABSTRACT

Background
Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is characterized by immunological abnormalities, especially the production of autoantibodies against various cellular components. Treatment with histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors prevents collagen accumulation in a mouse SSc model. Additionally, autoantibody against HDAC-3 is produced in colon cancer patients, while HDAC-1 and HDAC-2 do not elicit autoantibody response.

Objective
To determine the presence and levels of antibodies (Abs) against HDAC-3 in SSc.

Methods
Anti-HDAC-3 Ab was examined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and immunoblotting using human recombinant HDAC-3. The HDAC-3 activity was evaluated by ELISA using the fluorimetric histone deacetylase lysyl substrate that comprises an acetylated lysine side chain.

Results
Contrary to our hypothesis that autoimmune background in SSc induced the production of autoantibody against HDACs, IgG and IgM anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels in SSc patients were significantly lower than in normal controls (p<0.0005 and p<0.001, respectively). Furthermore, decreased levels of IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab were specific to SSc, since IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels in patients with dermatomyositis (DM) and those with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) were similar and slightly increased relative to normal controls, respectively. Immunoblotting analysis showed that anti-HDAC-3 Ab was detected in normal controls and patients with DM or SLE, while it was absent in SSc patients. The HDAC-3 activity was significantly inhibited by IgG isolated from sera of
normal controls, whereas such inhibitory effect was not observed by IgG isolated from sera of SSc patients.

**Conclusion**

These results indicate the lack of anti-HDAC-3 autoantibody in SSc patients, which is produced in healthy individuals as well as DM and SLE patients, suggesting that this autoantibody might function as protective Ab.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a connective tissue disease that is characterized by fibrosis and vascular changes in the skin and other internal organs with autoimmune background \[1\]. A variety of immunologic abnormalities of T and B lymphocytes have been detected in SSc \[2\]. Especially, autoantibody production is a central feature of SSc, since they are detected in more than 90% of SSc patients \[3\]. These autoantibodies in SSc patients react to various intracellular components, such as DNA topoisomerase I, centromere, RNA polymerases, U1RNP, U3RNP, Th/To, and histone \[3\].

Acetylation and deacetylation of histones play an important role in transcription regulation of eukaryotic cells \[4\]. Acetylation of histone promotes a more relaxed chromatin structure, allowing transcriptional activation. Histone deacetylases (HDACs) can act as transcription repressors, due to histone deacetylation, and consequently promote chromatin condensation \[4,5\]. Thus, HDACs play a key role in the regulation of gene transcription. HDACs are found in all eukaryotic organisms and are divided into four classes: I (HDAC-1, -2, -3, and -8), II (HDAC-4, -5, -6, -7, -9, and -10), III (Sirt-1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, and -7), and IV (HDAC-11) \[6-8\]. HDAC-3 is a 49 kDa protein expressed by many different cell lines and normal human tissues, and is located in the cell nucleus and cytoplasm \[9\]. Several studies have shown that expression of HDACs is upregulated in cancer cells from different tissue organs \[10,11\]. Especially, HDAC-3 and HDAC-1 have more pronounced effect on carcinogenesis \[12\]. HDAC inhibitors have the antineoplastic activities by activating and/or repressing subsets of genes and inducing cell-cycle arrest, cell differentiation, and/or apoptotic cell death in various transformed cells \[13-15\]; for example, trichostatin A (TSA) and suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA), both of which are HDAC inhibitors, have pharmacological activity against tumor cells \[16\].
Recently, several reports have revealed that HDAC inhibitors have not only antitumor effects, but also anti-inflammatory effects in autoimmune diseases \[16-18\]. HDAC inhibitors have anti-inflammatory effects by inhibiting activation of key transcription factors and pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as nuclear factor-κB, tumor necrosis factor-α, interleukin-1, and interleukin-6 \[19,20\]. In both mouse and rat collagen-induced rheumatoid arthritis (RA) models, HDAC inhibitors SAHA and MS-275 decrease bone erosion and resorption \[19\]. Furthermore, SAHA or TSA treatment blocks disease progression in the MRL-lpr/lpr mice, a murine model of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) \[21,22\].

Treatment with TSA prevents the accumulation of extracellular matrix in a mouse model of bleomycin-induced skin fibrosis, suggesting that regulation of HDAC function is related to the development of skin fibrosis \[23\]. Recently, autoantibody against HDAC-3 is produced in colon cancer patients, while closely related HDAC-1 and HDAC-2 do not elicit humoral immune response \[24\]. However, the existence and role of autoantibody to HDAC-3 in autoimmune diseases remained unknown. Therefore, we hypothesized that autoimmune background in SSc induced the production of autoantibody against HDAC-3. In this study, the presence or levels of anti-HDAC-3 antibody (Ab) in patients with SSc were investigated and its levels were compared to those with SLE or dermatomyositis (DM) and healthy individuals.
PATIENTS AND METHODS

Serum Samples

Blood samples were obtained from 60 Japanese SSc patients (51 females and 9 males; age, 50 ± 17 years). All patients fulfilled the criteria proposed by the American College of Rheumatology [25]. These patients were grouped according to the classification system proposed by LeRoy et al. [26]: 23 patients (21 females and 2 males; age 52 ± 15 years) had limited cutaneous SSc (lSSc) and 37 patients (30 females and 7 males; age 49 ± 19 years) had diffuse cutaneous SSc (dSSc). The disease duration of lSSc and dSSc patients was 10.0 ± 10.0 and 3.1 ± 3.0 years, respectively. The duration of the disease was calculated from the onset time of the first clinical event (other than Raynaud’s phenomenon) that was a clear manifestation of SSc. In addition, 30 patients with SLE, who fulfilled the criteria of American College of Rheumatology [27], and 30 patients with DM, who fulfilled Bohan and Peter’s criteria [28, 29], were included in this study. None of the SSc, SLE, or DM patients was treated with corticosteroid, D-penicillamine, or other immunosuppressive therapy at their first visit. Patients with malignancy were excluded in this study. Thirty-four age- and sex-matched healthy Japanese individuals (30 females and 4 males; age 47 ± 16 years) were used as normal controls. Fresh venous blood samples were centrifuged shortly after clot formation. All samples were stored at -70°C prior to use.

Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) for Anti-HDAC-3 Ab

ELISA was performed as previously described [30]. Briefly, 96-well plates were coated with human recombinant HDAC-3 (0.5 μg/ml; Carbiochem, Darmstadt, Germany) at
4°C overnight. The wells were blocked with 2% bovine serum albumin and 1% gelatin in Tris-buffered saline (TBS). After washing twice with TBS, the serum samples diluted to 1:100 in TBS containing 1% bovine serum albumin were added to triplicate wells and incubated for 90 minutes at 20°C. After washing 4 times with TBS containing 0.05% Tween-20, the plates were incubated with alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-human immunoglobulin (Ig) G or IgM Abs (Cappel, Dyrham, NC, USA) for 1 hour at 20°C. After washing 4 times with TBS containing 0.05% Tween-20, substrate solution containing 0.91 μg/μl p-nitrophenyl phosphate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in diethanolamine buffer (1M diethanolamine and 0.5 M MgCl₂) was added and the optical density (OD) of the wells at 405 nm was subsequently determined.

**Immunoblotting**

Human recombinant HDAC-3 (0.5 μg/lane) was subjected to electrophoresis and electrotransferred to nitrocellulose sheets. The nitrocellulose sheets were cut into strips and incubated overnight with serum samples diluted 1:100. Then, the strips were incubated for 1.5 hours with alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-human IgG Abs (Cappel). Color was developed using 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indrolyl phosphate and nitro blue tetrazolium (Sigma-Aldrich). Five SSc patients, 5 SLE patients, 5 DM patients, and 5 healthy individuals were evaluated. Serum samples from patients with SLE or DM and healthy individuals whose levels of IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab were higher than the highest OD value (0.476) of SSc patients by ELISA were selected for immunoblotting analysis.
**HDAC-3 Activity Assay**

IgG was purified from serum samples using magnetic beads coated with recombinant protein G covalently coupled to the surface (Dynal, Lake Success, NY, USA). Final IgG concentration was measured by spectrophotometer (Gene Quant II, Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ, USA). The HDAC-3 activity was determined by the HDAC fluorimetric assay kit (Biomol International, Inc., LP, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The assay procedure has two steps. First, the fluorimetric histone deacetylase lysyl substrate (Fluor de Lys™) that comprises an acetylated lysine side chain, is incubated with a sample containing HDAC activity. Second, deacetylation of the substrate sensitizes the substrate so that, in the second step, treatment with the Fluor de Lys™ Developer produces a fluorophore that is excited at wavelength of 360 nm and detected at 460 nm.

First, 0.2 μg of HDAC-3 was incubated with 10 μg of purified IgG for 30 minutes at 20°C. Then, HDAC-3 treated with IgG was incubated with the fluorimetric histone deacetylase lysyl substrate for 10 minutes in triplicate wells of a 96-well ELISA plate, followed by the addition of the Fluor de Lys™ Developer. Then, OD values were determined at 460 nm. OD values for 0.2 μg and 0 μg of HDAC-3 untreated with IgG were determined as controls. The mean value for 0.2 μg of HDAC-3 untreated with IgG was 5657 arbitrary fluorescence units and the mean value for 0 μg of HDAC-3 untreated with IgG was 4153 arbitrary fluorescence units. To demonstrate the difference of the HDAC-3 activity for each group, OD values were converted into %HDAC-3 activity by calculating the ratio of its OD values to controls. Ten SSc patients and 10 healthy individuals were assessed in the current study. Serum samples from healthy
individuals whose levels of IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab were higher than the highest OD value (0.476) of SSc patients by ELISA were selected for the HDAC-3 activity assay.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed using the Mann-Whitney U test for determining the level of significance of differences between sample means and Bonferroni’s test for multiple comparisons. A p-value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS

Anti-HDAC-3 Autoantibody by ELISA

The levels and presence of anti-HDAC-3 Ab in serum samples from patients with collagen diseases and normal controls were assessed by ELISA (Fig. 1). Unexpectedly, IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels significantly decreased in serum samples from SSc patients relative to normal controls (p<0.0005), those with SLE (p<0.0001), or those with DM (p<0.0001; Fig. 1A). There was no significant difference in IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels between DM patients and normal controls, while SLE patients exhibited slightly elevated levels of IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab relative to normal controls (p<0.05). IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels in dSSc patients were similar to those found in lSSc patients (0.220 ± 0.082 vs. 0.230 ± 0.093). Similarly, IgM anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels in SSc patients significantly decreased compared with those in normal controls (p<0.001; Fig. 1B). Unlike IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab, IgM anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels in DM and SLE patients were significantly lower than those found in normal controls (p<0.005, respectively). However, there was no significant difference in IgM anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels between patients with SSc, those with SLE, and those with DM. IgM anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels in dSSc patients did not significantly differ from those in lSSc patients (0.356 ± 0.227 vs. 0.441 ± 0.300). Thus, IgM anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels decreased in SSc, SLE, and DM, while IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels decreased in only SSc.

To determine whether the reduction of anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels in connective tissue disorders was related to total serum Ig levels, we correlated serum Ig levels with anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels. Total serum IgG levels in SSc (1705 ± 588 mg/dl), SLE (1934 ± 630), and DM (1752 ± 438) patients were significantly elevated relative to normal
controls (1263 ± 215, p<0.01, respectively). By contrast, total serum IgM levels were similar between SSc patients (195 ± 124 mg/dl), SLE patients (120 ± 59), DM patients (150 ± 40), and normal controls (135 ± 30). Furthermore, serum total IgG and IgM levels did not significantly correlate with IgG and IgM anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels in SSc (r=-0.13, p=0.31 and r=0.28, p=0.13, respectively). Thus, the reduction of anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels did not reflect total serum Ig levels.

**Immunoblotting Analysis for Anti-HDAC-3 Ab**

The presence of IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab was further evaluated by immunoblotting analysis using human recombinant HDAC-3 (Fig. 2). Serum samples from healthy individuals (lanes 1 and 2), a DM patient (lane 3), and a SLE patient (lane 4), all of whom had higher IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels than the highest OD value of SSc patients by ELISA, exhibited reactivity with HDAC-3 (47 kDa). By contrast, no reactivity with HDAC-3 was observed using sera from SSc patients (lanes 5 and 6). Thus, the presence of IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab in patients with SLE or DM and normal individuals and the absence of IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab in patients with SSc were confirmed by immunoblotting analysis.

**Inhibition of HDAC-3 Enzymatic Activity by IgG Isolated from Serum Samples**

To determine the functional relevance of anti-HDAC-3 Ab, we assessed whether anti-HDAC-3 Ab was able to inhibit the HDAC-3 enzymatic activity. The HDAC-3 activity was determined by ELISA using the fluorimetric histone deacetylase lysyl substrate that comprises an acetylated lysine side chain. The HDAC-3 activity was inhibited by IgG isolated from serum samples of healthy individuals, all of whom had
higher IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels than the highest OD value of SSc patients by ELISA, compared with IgG-untreated HDAC-3 (Fig. 3). In contrast, IgG isolated from serum samples of SSc patients did not significantly affect HDAC-3 activity. Furthermore, the HDAC-3 enzymatic activity was more strongly inhibited by IgG isolated from healthy individuals than those from SSc patients (p<0.05). Thus, IgG isolated from serum samples of normal individuals but not SSc patients was able to inhibit the HDAC-3 enzymatic activity.
DISCUSSION

Contrary to our hypothesis that autoimmune background in SSc induced the production of autoantibody against HDAC-3, IgG and IgM anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels significantly decreased in sera from SSc patients relative to normal individuals. Immunoblotting analysis confirmed that anti-HDAC-3 Ab was present in sera from normal individuals whose levels of IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab were higher than the whole SSc group by ELISA, while it was not detected in sera from SSc patients. Furthermore, IgG isolated from serum samples of normal individuals but not SSc patients was able to inhibit the HDAC-3 enzymatic activity. Thus, the present study is first to reveal the lack of anti-HDAC-3 autoantibody in SSc, which is produced in normal persons.

In this study, IgM anti-HDAC-3 Ab decreased in SSc, SLE, and DM, while IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab decreased in only SSc, indicating that the defect to produce IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab was specific to SSc. Since a few studies reported the possibility of class switching of autoantibodies [31], it remained unknown whether or not class switching from IgM to IgG occurred in autoantibodies. However, while some healthy individuals produce IgM Abs with specificities similar to SLE patients, Ig class switching to downstream isotypes is considered to be required for the generation of more functional and pathogenic autoantibodies [32]. IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab detected in normal persons as well as SLE and DM patients might be more functional relevant than IgM Abs. It remained unknown whether the reduction of IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab was due to reduction of class switching in SSc patients; however, this phenomenon did not just reflect total serum Ig levels, since anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels did not correlate with total serum Ig levels. Although the mechanisms of class switching from IgM to IgG in autoantibodies were unclear, recent studies have shown that exogenous signals, such as
through CD40 ligation and bacteria-derived lipopolysaccharide, induce production of class-switched autoantibodies in mice \cite{32,33}. Such exogenous signals might be related to the difference in IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab production in SSc, SLE, DM, and normal persons.

Many studies have shown that downregulation of the HDAC activity by HDAC inhibitors, such as TSA and SAHA, has anti-inflammatory effects in several autoimmune diseases, including RA and SLE \cite{16, 21, 22, 34}. In the current study, IgG containing anti-HDAC-3 Ab from normal individuals inhibited the HDAC-3 enzymatic activity, while such inhibitory effect was not observed in IgG from SSc patients. In contrast, IgM isolated from serum samples from healthy individuals and SSc patients did not significantly inhibit the HDAC-3 activity (data not shown). As the inflammation induced by autoimmune responses plays a role in the induction and development of SSc \cite{35}, the decreased levels of anti-HDAC-3 Ab might contribute to the inflammation of SSc. Indeed, a recent study has revealed that TSA prevents the expression of total collagen protein in SSc skin fibroblasts by decreasing cytokine production in vitro \cite{23}, suggesting that skin fibrosis in SSc may be related to the enhanced HDAC function resulting from the absence of anti-HDAC-3 Ab.

Accumulating evidences have indicated that some autoantibodies play protective roles in many situations \cite{36}. Natural autoantibodies, which are generated in the absence of specific immunization or foreign antigen \cite{37}, remove circulating products including immunogenic autoantigens before inducing autoimmune responses \cite{36}. The presence of IgM anti-double strand DNA Abs is found to be significantly associated with milder disease activity in SLE, in particular, with the absence of lupus nephritis \cite{38}. A highly significant correlation of rheumatoid factor with the absence of kidney disease is also
observed \[39\]. Furthermore, the presence of anti-La autoantibody is associated with lower risk of nephritis and seizures in SLE \[40\]. Considering the fact that inhibition of the HDAC activity has anti-inflammatory effects, these findings raise the possibility that anti-HDAC-3 Ab may be one of the protective autoantibodies. Furthermore, the finding that serum levels of anti-HDAC-3 Ab in healthy controls significantly increased compared with SSc patients suggests that anti-HDAC-3 Ab may also belong to natural autoantibody. However, it should be noted that it remained unknown in this study whether anti-HDAC-3 Ab could indeed inhibit the activity of an intracellular enzyme HDAC-3 in vivo. Alternatively, it is possible that the lack of IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab production in SSc may simply reflect immunological abnormalities of B cells, T cells, and antigen-presenting cells. Nonetheless, the results of this study suggest that immune responses against HDAC-3 are different between SSc patients and healthy individuals, which would be a clue for understanding the immunological abnormalities in SSc.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig. 1. IgG (A) and IgM (B) anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels in serum samples from patients with SSc, DM, or SLE and healthy controls (CTL). Anti-HDAC-3 Ab levels were determined by ELISA using human recombinant HDAC-3. The short bar indicates the mean value in each group.

Fig. 2. Immunoblotting analysis of IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab in serum samples from patients with SSc, DM, or SLE and normal individuals. Lanes 1 and 2: normal individuals. Lane 3: a DM patient. Lane 4: a SLE patient. Lanes 5 and 6: SSc patients. These results represent 5 SSc patients, 5 SLE patients, 5 DM patients, and 5 healthy individuals. Serum samples from patients with SLE or DM and healthy individuals whose levels of IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab were higher than the highest OD value of SSc patients by ELISA were selected for immunoblotting analysis.

Fig. 3. Inhibition of the HDAC-3 enzymatic activity by IgG isolated from serum samples of SSc patients and from those of normal control (CTL). The HDAC-3 activity was evaluated by ELISA using the fluorimetric histone deacetylase lysyl substrate that comprises an acetylated lysine side chain. The HDAC-3 enzymatic activity is shown as percentage of IgG-untreated HDAC-3 (HDAC-3 control) that was defined as 100%. Each histogram shows the mean (+ SD) values obtained from 10 subjects of each group. Serum samples from healthy individuals whose levels of IgG anti-HDAC-3 Ab were higher than the highest OD value of SSc patients by ELISA were selected for the HDAC-3 activity assay.
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